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ABSTRACT: Labour Law is basically the labour contract’s law, and a specific work
cannot be performed without respecting the safety norms.
Labour Criminal Law is not recognized in every state by the scholars, further being
established a border line between these two law fields (Germany, Japan).
The European Union member states have shown reluctance towards inserting sanctions
displaying punishment features in the Union laws.
In various European countries, a new law discipline has emerged and developed in
the doctrine - the Labour Criminal Law. Regarded as a genuine Criminal Law (sub)
branch, similar with financial tax criminal law, environmental criminal law, it has
developed mostly in the last two decades playing a crucial role in the relation between
criminal law and social law
The Labour Code, the Criminal Code and other Special Laws stipulate offenses
regarding labour relations
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According to the European Council Ministries Committee’s Recommendation nr.
R/81/12 from June 25 1981, “business criminality” comprises “violations of the
prescriptions regarding safety and work health by the company, financial crimes and tax
frauds committed by the company concerning social contributions”. The same
recommendation provides that this criminality form must be annihilated by way of civil,
commercial, labour or administrative law measures and, where necessary, these measures
must be assisted by criminal law sanctions.

Labour Criminal Law has emerged and developed in those countries where
traditionally existed a certain sensibility towards work safety and work health issues (France,
Italy, Belgium) as a result of development and increasing importance of social and human
relations that influence the working system1.
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